SCHOLARSHIPS

Honorific Scholarships

The University recognizes academic excellence by conferring the following honorific scholarships. These do not entitle the holders to any tuition waiver or discounts.

University Scholar *(Revised UP Code: Art. 381 UP Code, 810th BOR Meeting: 22 June 1971)*

Any undergraduate student who obtains at the end of the semester an absolute minimum weighted average of 1.45 or better, or a graduate student with an absolute minimum weighted average of 1.25 or better is given this honorific scholarship. University Scholars are listed in the President’s List of Scholars.


Any undergraduate who, not being classed as University Scholar, obtains at the end of the semester an absolute minimum weighted average of 1.75 or better, or a graduate student who obtains an absolute minimum weighted average of 1.50 or better, is given this honorific scholarship. College Scholars are listed in the Dean’s List of Scholars.

In addition to the general weighted average prescribed, a student must:

1) have taken during the previous semester at least fifteen (15) units of academic credit or the normal load prescribed (not less than eight [8] units in the case of a graduate student); and

2) have no grade below 3.00 in any academic or non-academic subject

Grades of “Inc” must be completed by the end of the semester.

“(The end of the first semester is the day before the registration for the second semester. The end of the second semester is on the day of the UP General Commencement Exercises.)”

The effectivity of the scholarship is for the semester when such GWA is obtained.

Scholarship Grants

Private and government scholarship grants are given as financial assistance as well as reward for excellent academic performance. Unlike honorific scholarships, these scholarships include monetary benefits, the extent of which is determined by the donors. The rules governing each scholarship, including the qualifications like minimum GWA, family income, etc. required of prospective awardees, are subject to the approval of the University.

These scholarships are either University-administered or College-administered. In UP Diliman, information regarding University-administered scholarships may be obtained from the Office of the Scholarships and Student Services, 3rd Floor, Vinzon’s Hall, UP Diliman. Information regarding College administered scholarships, on the other hand, may be obtained from the Office of the Dean of the various colleges and schools.